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Chaperone Therapy for Synaptic Disorders
Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) is a (6R)-L-erythro-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4)dependent enzyme that catalyzes the rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of
catecholamine neurotransmitters (dopamine, noradrenaline, adrenaline). Variants in the
TH gene are responsible for the rare autosomal recessive disorder TH deficiency (THD)
associated with defective catecholamine synthesis. The diagnosis of THD is based on
clinical symptoms and measurement of the catecholamine metabolites HVA and MHPG in
cerebrospinal fluid, which are present in lower concentrations in THD patients. THD
phenotypes span from L-DOPA-responsive dystonia, with infantile onset (type A) or a
more severe L-DOPA-non-responsive encephalopathy, with neonatal onset (type B), and
suspected synaptic disorder. Most of the 40 reported mutations in THD appear to critically
misfold TH and reduce the stability of the enzyme in vitro. The degree of misfolding
correlates well with the severity of the patient phenotypes, underlying the relevance of
searching for stabilizing compounds that correct misfolding and may protect from loss of
protein and activity in vivo (pharmacological chaperones). A recent study with TH has
revealed different mechanisms for the action of pharmacological chaperones and identifies
a subtype of compounds that preserve TH activity by weak binding to the catalytic iron
(Hole et al. (2015); BBA 1854: 1078-89). The stabilizing effect of these compounds has
been established in vitro and in cells. A recent mice model of THD type B (Korner et al.
(2015) Brain 138: 2948-63) represents an optimal frame for testing synergistic
combinations of different pharmacological chaperones that could provide patient-tailored
therapeutic options for THD.

